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Abstract 

Non-integer charges on topological objects in the presence of fermions 

are further investigated. The connection with anomalous commutators is 

discussed. The reason for the identical results in two dimensional 

solitons and four dimensional monopoles is pointed out. 
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It has been realized* *'^ *•'*• ' that topological objects emerging from 

bosonic fields may get non-integer fermionic charges. These charges depend 

on the asymptotic values of the appropriate scalar fields, on their coupling 

m 
to the fermions and on the fermion masses. It has been recently also shown1 J 

that the non-integer charge objects are actually :• ates, since the fluctuations 

in the charge between two such objects go down exponentially with distance. 

The method of perturbing in the kinetic part, to all orders in the potential, 

was used. 

Our results here are that the non-integer charges, in the cases of solitons 

in two dimensions and magnetic monopoles in four dimensional gauge theories with 

Higgs breaking* \ are given by the contributions of the respective anomalous 

commutators only feqs.(9) and (24)). This also explains why in both cases the 

charges are given by the same function of the appropriate parameters (eqs.(2) 

and (29)). We also explain why in other cases the results are different and 

not given by the anomaly commutator only. 

In the dimensional case, we start with the Lagrangian 

where ̂  is a Dirac fermion, p. and •_ are scalar fields, and I*,is the Lagrangian 

of P - C ^ J I P ? ) w ni ch has soliton solutions. For simplicity we may take gri-M 

the fermion mass, ando.-ttf when x-»±o». Then the fennion charge on the soliton 

of d>2 is
[ 3' 

We are now going to use the chiral rotation, advertised in this connection in 

[6]. Define 

£}«W« M> (3) 



Then 

Define now 

where j s= u/£ T^f is the fermionic axial vector current. Then 

(6) 

r 

and the feriiion part of the Lagrangian gets transformed as 

The part L1 (i) remains in/^riant, and we also get an extra term Y W , @ / 

from the Jacobian in the functional integral (anomaly term). 

Define now the vector current j„(x) = * £ jf . Then 

"(*) j . fr)"^ = j . W +&*'6) w 

where we used 

the well known Schwinger term commutator in two dimensions. 

Let ! S> be the soliton state in the presence of the fermions which interact 

as in L_(«) of eq.(7). Then 

<sfa(9)j. Coo-'mls^(tf = < s / JLw/s^ w t^ft;cio) 
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But 

<?lol*)j.(*)o'Wl?tf K s ' J ' ( x ) j s V°/ cn 

1US 

the originally defined fennionic charge on the soliton with fermionic inter

actions as in eq.(l). Moreover, 

U* <sij-c*)l*%(*)= ° (13) 

as shown in ref. [6]. For completeness we repeat the main argument here. 

As we need only the term linear in 19 6 1 for the fermionic charge, only first 

order in (Jry Y 5 ( 3 6)1/1 of L-C8) is needed. But the correlation function 

involves, by gauge invariance, at least two powers of p, being proportional to 

z*oS ^ p* *~ P* ft* *•^*thus fiet that the contribution to ^slu(x)\^>
 f 

starts with three derivatives, and the contribution tofiL vanishes. 

We thus obtain 

ap" i'fifx &'<*) =££araa) -fif-^ (14) 

which coincides with eq.(2). 

Let us now turn to the four dimensional case of monopoles^ ' in non-abelian 

gauge theory. Take the case of an SU(2) gauge theory, with Higgs fields in the 

adjoint representation. We have a configuration of gauge fields A?(i=l,2,3 a 

space index) and Higgs fields $ a such that 

A*-*t€i«i*hi 

The fermion part of the interaction is now 



s 

4- fijff -«ft -vf^Pf (16) 

Following ref.[6) we now define the chiral rotation 

U (e) Y&)V''(*) = e*f [- f ^VtyJ fQ = S « ^ cis) 
to be 

Then 

Ne take 6 to be 

(19) 

Now 

U(0)1F V-T̂ a lF f9) = fCljf-cflf -jftf (20) 

where B includes a vector and an axial vector, 

B. = S X S - ir S 3.S 

Bk - Bk 7 T 

The term proportional to/- gives the axial vector part. 

As r-*", 

B M^b* b * C 2 2 > 
which is the same as that of A. . 

The Lagrangian eq.(20) thus corresponds to a fermionic interaction with 

a scalar field and a gauge field which asymptotically is the same as the original 
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vector gauge field. Taking now |s> to be the magnetic monopole, we get 

Since a potential that is asymptotically vector, and a Yukawa interaction with 

a scalar only, leave QP*0 for the monopole. (For a pure gauge vector 

interaction the induced current itself is zero). We use here (as we did in the 

two dimensional case), that the vector current of fermion number be conserved in 

the presence of any external vector or £-ial vector sources. 

N0W m± w u-w - £ « * * , £ [ " ; w <*•»] c«, 
where we used the anomalous commutator^ ' (related to the axial anomaly). 

rjM#r*]'W$r«*«"*-J> (25) 

(Note that we have an extra factor y as compared with ref.[7] coming from 

Tr(yta)(=-T )"jr*a > and that our Yc has an extra minus). H? are the 

magnetic fields of A. . Taking the diagra;.l matrix element in the one monopole 

state with the fermionic interaction as in L-(8) of eq.(20), we get 

and thus 

But, as r*». 

(27) 

(28) 

« ; « 



and thus 

,(29) 9, •&&&,&} fcoWfiti-f-i*1 

Note that the factor -£*• in the anomalous commutator is multiplied by (4iO 
4,7 1 a 

from the angular integration arid - from the asymptotic behavior in H. of the 

monopole configuration, yielding — as in two dimensions. Note also that the 

2 1 
r in the radial factor is cancelled by the —, in the asymptotic behavior of 

r 
Hk" 

Thus the expressions for Q. in two and four dimensions of the solitons 

and monopoles respectively (eqs.(2) and (29)), are identical. 

One may ask what happens in the case where the magnetic strength H. has 

a different asymptotic behavior than in eq.(28). To analyse this case, let us 

start with a configuration 

Ai ' I eiab 5b A(r> 

,a *a 
(30) 

(31) 

f(r) 

Performing the transformation as in eq.(21) we now get 

eBk " ekab V A C r M 1 _ c o s e ) ( ? " A(r))] 

-ys[Ja3ke * sine(o8k-xaJk)(I-A(r}] 

with 8a=xa9. In our cases 3.-0 falls faster than -. 

When A(r) •»— we get the case discussed previously. When A(r) does net go 

to — at infinity, we get also axial vector potentials that behave like • * — j — — 

at infinity. In such cases our method above does not apply. We certainly have 

now that the left hand side of eq.(2J) does not yield zero, and the fermionic 

charge is not given by the anomaly commutators only. 
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When A(r)=0 we get , instead of eq.(24), that 

uce)jo oooif'te) = jo(5tt) 

since now H. =0. Q_ can now be computed from a Lagrangian with a scalar coupling 

g0(x) to fermions and with vector and axial vector fields as obtained from 

eq.(31) with A(r)=0 there. In this case we find no simplification to the 

method presented in ref.[3]. 

Note, that in the case of the magnetic monopole, the gauge potentials had 

the same asymptotic behavior after the chiral rotation as before. In the other 

cases mentioned above this will not be so. Thus in a gauge invariant regulari-

zation of the vector current by point splitting and line integrals of vector 

potentials, we have to use different vector potentials before and after the 

chiral rotation given by U(8). 
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